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Qgmprian Street,_AQe;y§twyth__ _
Belfast anarchist collective 070
Just Books, 7 Winetavern Street,
Belfast l _ AW _
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NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE, Black Jake,
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NOTTINGHAM Q56 Mushroom, 10 Heath
cote St (tel.582506) or l5 Scot-
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BIRMINGHAM anarchists/anarcha feminists meet Sundays. Contact Alison at
the Peace Centre, 18 Moore St. ,
Ringway, B‘ham 4. (tel. 021 643 0996)

OLDHAM: New_Add§e§§: Nigel Broad-

bent, I4 Westminster Road, Fails-
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OXFORD anarchist group c/o Danny
Simpson, Exeter College. Anarchmt
Workers Group ditto; AnarchoFeminists c/o Teresa Thornhill,
R4 Divinity Road; Solidarity c/o‘
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BRISTOL CITY 4 British Road,
Bristol BS3 EBW
BRISTOL Students: Libertarian So-

ciety, Students Union, Queen's
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PORTSMOUTH. Caroline Cahm, 25
Al222i_R22diSeaihseeiﬂavis-i._i
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CAMBRIDGE Anarchists, Box A,
41
Fitzro Street Cambridge
_i______X__"___L_____________,___
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SHEFFIELD Anarchists: c/o 4 Havelock Square, Sheffield SIO 2FQ
SHEFFIELD Libertarian Soc..PO Box
LS8, Sheffield Sll SSE, comprisnmg
Autonomous Anarchists, Black Cram,

UHELTENHﬁMu&n&fOhlSTS see street-

Batirday morn-

IWW,
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DERBY: Collaborators welcome. Con

tact Andrew Huckerby, 49 Westleig h
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EAST ANGLIAN Libertarians. Martyn

Everett, ll Gibson Gardens,
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Syndicate of Initiative,
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SWANSEA Don Williams, 24 Derlwyn,
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SWINDON area. Contact Mike,
Groundswell Farm, Upper Stratton,
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WESTON-SUPER-MARE, Martyn Redman,
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EDINBURGH anarchists meet S pm on
Monday at First of May Bookshop,
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NORTH WEST ANARCHIST FEDERATION
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GLASGOW anarchist group. John
Cooper, 54 Raithburn Avenue,

c/o Grass Roots, lO9 Oxford Road,
Manchester, Ml 7DU. Groups are:
Burnley Anarchist Group, 5 Hollin
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Gail _ ,_2 A
GREENWICH & Bexley. Any trade unionists interested in forming a
syndicalist group please contact
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HASTINGS anarchist grcup,Solstice
l27 Bohemia Rd.,St. Leonards-on-
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HIGH BENTHAM. Ask at the Dragonf1r_22_22i2.1:2.2i2_._ _ 5 ... __ I _ _
HUDDERSFIELD. Mtge. every 2 weeks
For details phone O484-58156
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ian Road London N1 (tel. 01-2'78 19__'1§__
LONDON Workers ﬁroup meet very
Tuesday 8pm at Metropolitan pub, 95 _
Farringdon Rd., EC1 (Farringdontn-be)
All welcome
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LEADS: l89 Hyde Park Road, Leeds6

LEICESTER
222r22i2i_sr2i27
Lyn
Hurst, 41 Briarfield Drive,(tel.
O55?-2l250(days), O533-414060
(nights). Bookshop: Blackthorn,
76 Highcross St (tel. O55? 21896)

Liberta;ian_§dpea§iQp 6 Beacons-
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LONDON:
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Anarchy Collective, 57a Grosvenor
Ave. ,N.5. (Tel.559-4794 b@f0l"€ 7pm)
Freedom Collective, 84B White-

chapel High st. El(tel.247—9249)
Hackney Anarchists: Dave, tel.

249-7042
‘
Kingston Anarchists, 13 Denmark R1
Kingston-upon-Thames,tel.549-2564
London Workers‘ Group, Box W, 182

Upper st.,u.1 (t@1.249-7042)

Love V. Power, BOX 779,Peace News

London office,5 Caledonian Rd. N1
West London Anarchists, 7 Pennard
EQ;LH;l2_________________________

Anyone within reach of Dundee who'd
like a GER BIL please get into touch
with Doug Whitton, Logos Bookshop,
251 Hawkhill, Dundee.
Has anyone a spare copy of the ‘Nottingham' issue of Anarchy (lst series)
No. 38 ). Ross, ‘S Elm Avenue,
rkﬁﬂnghani
Lady requires furniihed room in Leyton, Leytonstone, Walthamstow or
Wanstead. Box C, c/o FREEDOM
South-east Tlondon. Veg?-tarian anarch’ist wants to establish group and organ
ize accommodation with others.
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Hill, Burnley, Lanes.
Lancaster Anarchist Group,

41

Main Road, Galgate, Lancaster.

Manchester Anarchist Group)b,,h
Syndicalist Workers‘ Fed. ) O"
c/o Grass Roots (as above)
Contacts in other areas, and newsletter published.

MIDLANDS FEDERATION1 Grouos include Birmingham, Coventry, Derby,
Leamington/Warwick, Leicester,
Nottingham, Sheffield.

NORTH EAST Anarchist Federation
new Secretariat: HLC, 16 Park Grove,
liull.
THAMES VALLEY Anarchist Federation

- contact Oxford or Reading group
DIRECT ACTION MOVEMENT 28 Iucknow
Drive, Sutton-in-Ashfield, Notts.
Groups in various places including

London, Manchester and Leeds
‘SOLIDARITY‘ libertarian communist
organisation (publ. ‘Solidarity
for Social Revolution).

c/o 125

Lathom Road, London E6. Groups &

members in many towns
ANARCHIST COMMUNIST ASSOCIATION
organisatinn of class struggle anarcdists (publ. ‘Bread and Roses‘)

Box 2, l36 Kingsland High St. London

SUBJSQRIBE .’
£6-00
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ATyone in Wandsworthi Battersea7Clap
ham interested in forming anarchist ,
group contact D. Elder, 28 Swanage
Road, Wandsworth, SW18
AT1archists7 lib"-érE1rians in BusHey7 -'
Watford area who would like to make
contact 81 perhaps group please get in
touch with Roger Little, 23 Lambert
Court, Bushey Grove Road, Bushey
"N/‘cGonnagall. Anyone who has a copy
of ‘More Poetic Gems‘ and/or ‘Last
Poetic Gems‘ ior sale please offer to
F.E.D. , Box B, c/o Freedom."
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‘Anarchist Student‘ Oct. '79 available
now. 25 copies for E1 p 81p included
or single copy 5p plus SAE. From
Polytechnic of N. London ‘Anarchist
§_<_)_<_:.,__Prince, of Wales Rd. London NW5
Pagan ‘Christmas’ Cards. Have tradf-'
tional carols restored to their prechristian words. Ten different cards
for £1. 50. From Norman Iles, 381
Marine Road Morecambe Lancs.
‘Borrowed Time‘ will be monthly wall
newspaper suitable for notice boards,
shop windows or fly posting. Among
themes in successive issues will be
direct action, nuclear power, state repression, prisons, education, housing,
work, sexual politics. If you would like
to help with the preparation or distribuplease write to: Borrowed Time, Box A,
Grapevine Bookshop, 41 Fitzroy Street,
Cambrid 5°
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P. Stone c/o FREEDOM

,

EXETER anarchist collective, c/o
Community Assn., Devonshire House
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U;I{, and one ex-USSR psychiatrists,
Vladimir Bukovsky and Davlld Markham
S/TAT. 1 DEC‘.' "Campaign Againstﬁrms
Trade quarterly national meeting.
1.1 am - 5 pm in London University
Catholic Chaplaincy, 111 Gower St. ,
WC1. Details from CAAT, 5 Caledon-

Clubs Office, Student Union,
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CARDIFF write c o One-O-Eight
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COVENTRY, John England,

SUN. ll NOVEMBER Freedom for
Gluzman and all victims of the abuse of
of psychiatry in the USSR. Conway
Hall, Red Lion Square, London WC1
2., pm - 4.30 pm. Speakers include 9.

READING Anarchists E70 Ms. Shevek,

CANTERBURY Alternative Research
Group. Wally Barnes, Eliot Coll.,
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Spence, Birchwood Hall, Storridge

ABERYSTWYTH,David Fletcher, 59
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84b WI-IITE-CHAPEL HIGH ST.

MID-SUSSEX & SOUTH & SOUTH COAST
anarchists. c/o Resources Centre,
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IN ANGEL ALLEY
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THERE'S ‘O NE thing you can say for

the Tories:_ you know where you are
with them .' When the Guardian can run
an editorialheaded ‘Racist, Sexist and
Indefensible‘ it is obvious that some-

thing has been spelled out pretty plainly.
In this case, the editorial was referring to our Home Secretary's policy for
carrying out his election promise to do
something about immigration. Among,
no doubt, a whole battery of other tricks

that William Whitelaw has up his capacious sleeve, the first to be flashed at
the public is the one whe re he withholds
permission for Asian women to be
joined by their husbands or fiancés.
He is, incidentally, withholding permission for any woman who was not
born in Britam‘,2 even though she has
British nationality (may even have two
British parents), to be joined by a
‘foreign’ husband as of right. For

males, however, it is still a ‘right’,
whatever that means. Any man with a
British passport- -the label which gives
him British nationality--can import the
wife of his choice from anywhere in the
world. The marriage confers upon her
British nationality too, if she so de sires
and even divorce will not take it away
from her.
But that does not apply the other way
I'Ol.1l'ld. That is why Whitelaw‘s-law is

'
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2 FREEDOM
sexist. Of course, every case could be
looked at according to its merits. On
appeal it could get as far as the Home
Secretary himself and, given the right
class of applicant, no doubt he would
show the unstrained quality of his 7
mercy. But he has made quite clear
where his prejudices lie by insisting .
that what he is fighting is the ‘abuse’ of
the bridal path to British nationality.
And one of the guidelines to clarify
‘abuse’ is whether the potential bride
has actually seen her fiance before-with abuse bem'g proved together with
the proof that she hasn't.
But the thing is that, while. for white
Britishers the idea of marrying someone you haven‘t seen (except for completely political, economic or legalistic
reasons) is unthinkable, for certain
kinds of brown Britishers it is a way of
life. It is a way of life built upon their
religion, their culture and tradition. It
is part of a male chauvinist pattern of
family life which all anarchists would
oppose, together with the divisive religious practices and beliefs which go
with it.
But Willie Whitelaw is not opposed to
male chauvinism, as the sexist policy
we have just described makes clear.
Nor is he opposed to religious practices.
So his new regulations have nothing to
.do with liberating Asian girls from the
domination of their fathers, nor with
encouraging them to make their own
choice of partners. On the contrary,
Whitelaw has stated that in his view, the
family should live whe re the father is,
by which he means that the Asian women should go back to Asia.
And he stated quite openly on TV last
week that he saw rhe purpose of his law
to keep out ‘the males‘. Although incidentally his regulations will prevent entry for old‘ men and women too--the
grandfathers and grandmothers who may
have nobody left to look after them in
their homeland- -the real purpose is to
keep out the ‘breeding ma es .
In talking like this about human beings,
Whitelaw betrays not only his racism,
but his authoritarianism too. And those
whose prime concern is either feminism
or antiracism should remember that
sexism and racism are tools of authority--and as long as you have authority
those wielding it will use divisive tools
to maintain it.
Nor will they be content to use the
'psychological‘ tools of sexism and racism and the like. William» Whitelaw has
inherited the largest prison population
this country has ever known, built up
patiently by Tory and Labour Governments alike over the past twenty years
And he has now proudly 3.l'lIl0lll'lC8d an
intensification of the punitive element
in Britain's penal code (never very enlightened) obviously relishing his own
description of harsh discipline for I
B'orsta-l"boys and the biggest prison--.
bullding programme for many years.
While recommendations have just
appeared that Dartmoor prison_should
be closed down (a similar official recom
mendation was made 40 years ago) the
Home Office has let it be known that ‘in
present circumstances‘ this is not pos-

sible--and has aimounced that no less
than five more prisons are due to be
opened in the next three years!
It was thought when White law was first
given the Home Secretary's job that he
would prove to be one of the Tory moderates and would have a restraining effect upon our rabidly right-wing Prime
Minister. This has proved not to be so,
and we can now only conjecture as to
whether Whitelaw ever was a ‘moderate’ anyway or whether he is being
dragged to the right by the Iron Maiden
herself.
Not --mat it matters. Scratch a Tory,
however moderate, and you find an
authoritarian and it is quite clear that
Willie's task in the Thatche rite scheme
of'things is to clear up some of the social mess that she is going to create in
the good old Conservative marmer:
repression.
Maggie Thatcher's one great aim is
to bring back radical Toryism of that
good old sort--the kind that reigned during the industrial revolution, when
bosses were bosses, workers knew
their place and you got what you could
pay for. You either worked--on conditions laid down by the landowners and
the new industrialists--or you went to
the workhouse or the prison. Women
and children were cheap labour, the latter in plentiful supply thanks to lack of
birth control, though early death saved
many from the slavery of the pit or the
factory--untrame lled by Safety Acts or
any such namby-pamby nonsense. “elfare did not exist, and the re was nothing
to interfere with your sturdy independence but Sweet Charity. Education consisted mostly of being taught the hard
way to be obedient and of inculcation of
enough rough learning to enable you to
be of use to your employer, who was t
kind enough to offer you work in his
factory on his factory on his terms, for

his profit. ""

perfectly: Private affluence and public

squalour. And after all the years we have
had of social democratic governments
since the First World War - including
Att1ee's after World War 2, which had
complete and absolute political mastery
- it is proving mthetically easy to bring
about.
Why? Because at no time has there
been a move in this country to take the
power out of the hands of the ruling class
without creating a new ruling class to
take over. All that has happened is that
the power of the old ruling landowner
class has been balanced with the bureaucratic state and they have merged together into ‘the Establishment‘, with the
2
joint intention of manipulating and dominating the rest of us - the function of all
governments, ‘Left’ or ‘Right’.
The only true altermtive is the anarchist one - and what is being done about
that Instead of belly-aching about what
the state is doing or not doing for us, we
should be building our own alternative
social structures in the same way as alternative technologies are being explored.
We have seen that it is possible to
create free schools, food co-ops, childminding groups and mutual aid groups of
many kinds - all worked voluntarily
Isn't it time that those who actually do
the work anyway started to do it for them
selves instead of waiting. to be employed
by the state?

""

The division between rich and poor
was enormous and there was no way the
poor could hope to become rich save by
crime--hence the massive prison-building programme of the Victorian era.
Most of them still exist and are full to
overflowing today.
’
S ince this was the hey-day of Empire,
there were no black faces to be seen in
Britain. The natives we re all kqzt in
their proper place--over there. There,
the British Tommy did his glorious bit
for ‘his’ country and the image of Queen
Victoria made them all--conquerors‘
and conquered alike--work to bring the
wealth of the world back to the British
ruling class. The Queen was on the
th e God was in his heaven and every
y knew their place Above all--you_
got what you could pay for and nothing

.;;.°"’

real,- brutal power at the disposal of the
State.
.
Cuts in education, but more money for
defence. Cuts in social services, but
more for the police. Selling of council
houses, but more building of prisons.
Rigging the tax system to give massive
benefits for high salary earners - but
higher charges for NHS medical prescriptions and denial treatment, for school
meals, for college fees for foreign
students, and so on and so on. You know
it all.
A famous phrase fits Maggie ‘s vision
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else. And Britain was Great.
Clearly Maggie wants to see all this
all over again. Can it be that, like
Martin Luther King, she has been to the
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mountain top and has had a dream? (For
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the rest of us, a nightmare?) She is
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certainly doing her best to lake us back

to Victorian times, with cuts in every
form of social wealth while at the same
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time putting more money and power‘ in
the hands of the rich and more and more
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SUNDAY, 28th October saw me and
around 3900 other people meandering
around Hyde Park, drawn together to
demonstrate against the"‘Corrie Bill“,
The implications of this bill for women
desiring to terminate a pregnancy are
far ranging and have been adequately

covered by other sections of the media
let alone FREEDOM (see previous issue)
The demonst ration, march to Trafalgar Square, and speakers, had been organised by the TUC. So, true to form,
a raucous male voice shouted out of the
tannoy at the teaming hordes, trying to
organise us into our predetermined
slots and sections. The rag bag of
assorted revolutionaries, anarchists
and Anthropologists against Corrie we re
of course relegated to section '7, the back
of the march. The TUC as the true defenders of justice, freedom and British
capitalism, led by Len Murray, were at
the front. Or at least that's how it was
supposed to be. However, a group of
about 300 feminists discussing this fact
decided that women should lead the
march, and they moved to the front.
For about half an hour, trade union stewards and police tried to persuade them to
move back into the march. Len, ‘true to
his socialist beliefs, refused to move

forward, saying "this march is organised by the TUC and we are not going to
tag along behind small groups. Either
they can march behind the TUC or by
themselves."
The intransigence of Mr. Murray was
broken by the defection of some 200 of

his own members who went to march
with the women and so, delayed, the
march set off ! led by women, then a
fifty-yard gap, then the rest
An interestmg aside Getting cold and
bored in section '7 waiting for things to
move at our end, the talking megaphone
soothed our restlessness, saymg that
the delay was due to the large turnoutno mention of the real cause.
So section '7 wandered around, sat
down, got up, got pissed off, and finally
with a wave to the others still waiting
their turn for the TUC to call them into
line, the anarchist conti.ngent(if 50 cons
titutes a contingent) struck off across
the park, jumped the fence, marched on
the opposite side of the road for a while
and finally ducked into the subway to sur
face amid the marches. Out came the
usual slogans and chants, such memorables as “Corrie withdraw it, as your
father should have done" and then, originating from a women's group: "Not the
church, not the state. Women must decide their fate". Caught at first unawares, anarchists soon added a bit of
bite to it with roars of "burn the churches, fuck the state, women must decide their fate", and soon it was all
around us.
'
i
We drifted_on down Park Lane, around
Hyde Park Corner, which has always
struck me as a lovely place to sit dovm
on Saturday afternoons, into Piccadilly,
the Haymarket and finally to Trafalgar
Square. The speakers were the usual
bunch of concerned MPs. doctors. and

‘
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Big Len Murray. "If I'd known. how close
to tte plinth I'd be I'd have brought the
rotten eggs, " muttered one comrade,
as comrade Len was angrily booed. by
women's groups and us. Then again
there was even a ‘renegade’ Tory MP
on the stage!
As the speeches wound up people were
still coming into the Square from
Speakers‘ Corner. Section '7 probably
hasn't arrived yet. The organisers
thanked us and themselves in mutual
masturbation and even the police thanked us for our cooperation and asked us
to disperse. All tame and well-ordered
and ever so British. The highest tension
came when we were asked to fold our
flags while walking down the Mall to
Victoria station on the way home. "No
banners within view of the palace." ‘
Ostrich tactics.

And so it was over. The straight press
reported it in snippets, the TV misrepresented it, till angry phone ". ails made
it change its story somewhat, and gave
the 1;-ally which mustered a few hundred
people in support of the bill almost as
much coverage. The bill will almost
definitely become law some time next
year.
PS '7. 11. '79. Corrie has stated that he
will accept an amendment to his bill
making the time limit for legal abortions 24 weeks. This changes nothing,
as the strict restrictions on what conditions qualify for an abortion remain
the same.
.
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“Man; women, abandoned by their
husban s, are forced to supplement the
meagre income they receive from farming. In order to maintain their families
they look for work or produce goods to
sell. Many, too, look for sexual relations outside marriage: ‘My husband left
four years ago and has never contacted
me since. I am very much ‘worried by
the difficulties that I meet in connection
with my life as a human being with natural desires. I have a child with a man
friend of mine who is caring for me and
made himself a man and supported my
family“. '
The young wife returned to Ha Tsilo,
to no_t,bing'. The alternative for her was
to return to the capital, Maseru, and
hang about the railway station where the
men come off the trains from the mines.
"When the train arrives in'Maseru,
one could call it a ‘sin-day express‘
. . . Prostitutes, usually in groups, try
to pick up victims after they have received their deferred pay in Maseru.
Once a man is taken to her home, she
asks for 10 Rand (£5. 80) to buy food and
liquor. She provides him with these in
sufficient quantities. When he is drunk
she mocks him that he has no money.
So he shows her where it's at. She
takes the money and kicks him out
oneman rejected the advances of a prostitute. He was attacked by three of them.
Luckily some bystanders came to his
rescue. "
The villages are empty of young men
even when they do not abandon their
families.
Hloste is in the IlOI‘U'l€ rn lowlands of
Lesotho. It is a so-called ‘rich’ area of
the nation. There are a number of international agricultural projects. It is the
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Prime Minister's district.

In the village the harvest was poor early rains and a shortage of manpower.
Towards the end of the winter the cattle
we re skeletal and the dogs were going
hmigry. But it is not so bad as other
_parts of the country. T-his is a government showplace. Only four children
were savaged by dogs - two survived.
But the re was a funeral every weekend
for two and a half months and women
and children retired to their huts at
dusk in terror while the few men walked
about with sticks the size of axe handles
The dogs were in charge.
And a woman farming alone, in a

Resettlement camp near Vryheid. Natal

SOME time ago a group of black and
white dignataries gathered on a dusty
field to proclaim the ‘independence’ of
a new nation Venda, the latest m a
series of 'bantustans‘ constructed by
South Africa to disinherit the people of
Azania and bring about a new interpret
ation of economic peonage.
The new 'state‘ was cast adrift with
speeches from Afrikane rs, Venda offic-ials and a letter of support from Bishop
-Muzorewa. What, many ask, will become
of the people living in Venda? How will
people forcibly uprooted from city townships and moved halfway across a continent fend for themselves in this barren
land bordered on the north by ‘Rhodesia’?
There is one way to see how, after a
couple of generations of migrancy and
degradation, the people of Venda may
survive in their villages - look to one
bantustanwhich has been in existence
since it was created as a cheap labour
homeland by the British at the end of the
last century. That place is Lesotho.
Lesotho, completely surrounded by
South Africa and totally dependent upon
remittances sent home by migrant mine
workers (more than 50 per cent of the

male adult population) is one of the poorest countries in the United Nations.
But it is much worse than that. The
Basotho, increasing their munbers at a
rate of more than 2 per cent per year,
have been pushed onto barren hillsides
criscrossed by great gulleys caused by
soil erosion and affected by seasonal
winds which carry top soil away at a
rate of 1 per cent per 3.I'llll1ITl. The villages have come to base their survival
on the mine wages. There is no hope of
agricultural sufficiency. 56 per cent of
Basotho households are involved in the
migrant economy to the extent that, on
aver ag e , mone y sent home acco unts for
'70 per cent of income.
The price has been high. Family life
has been shattered. With men away for
periods varying from nine months to
five years there is no longer a traditional centre to the otherwise traditional
society. Women and children populate
the villages at the mercy of food shortages, health deficiencies and isolation.
In a tiny village named Ha Tsilo there
has been a terrible beating. It happens
often in many villages. A young woman
was left with her new husband's parents

while he went off to the mines to make
some money to send home for the children she would have. He has returned to
near, from other men, that his wife has
been seen with men.
He has beaten her - badly. A wide
gash in her head with cuts all over her
body. With blood clotting on her scalp
she goes to the village court. The elders order her husband to giver her 20
cents and a blanket so that she can go
to the clinic. He refuses. The gash
festers as she walks the ten miles.
Another woman in the same village
has not seen her husband for years.
She has two children, no income and a
small garden. She sets off to find him,
although she has never been away from
her moimtain village. She goes all the
way to the Orange Free State mining
city of Welkom, a fearful journey
through strange and violent scenes. He
is living near the mine with another
woman and has another family. She
makes her way back home, now one of
the thousands of ‘mine widows‘.

g

The dislocation -of this social condition has left women to think and work for
themselves. But it has also created a
realimdertone of violence in the attitudes
of men towards women which, in some
ways, accoimts for the common case of
wife battering. This is not eased by the
fact that the cattle herding tradition of
village society keeps boys from school
while girls are free, after their household chores, to attend classes. It has
made women the motive force, the one
hope, in the struggle for survival and
development. They form the basis of
agricultural initiative, industrial potential and social revolution. But for the
moment they are set against every tradition of Basotho society as well as men
scared and brutalised by a migrant labour system.
Today women and their children live
in round huts called rondavals. They are
made of stone wattle or brick. The hut
may have a window. Everyone in the
family lives in the one round room with
the hearth in the middle. There is no
chimney, smoke coats the inside of the
thatch roof creating an insulation of sorts.
The re are chronic occurrences of infants
falling into the open central fires.
Grain is stored in the ceiling, attracting rats. The garbage midden is located
directly in front of the house.
Infection and disease are communicated, particularly when (as is the condition
most of the time) families are chronically
malnourished. In the country the infant
mortality rate is 106 per 1000. Children
under five seldom if ever see a doctor,
clinic, or immunisation centre. Medicine
is not free in Lesotho.
This situation has taken a while to
develop. It is the heritage of a little more
than one hundred years as a ‘cheap labour’ homeland for South African agriculture and industry. In that sense it is the
future which has been consigned to Venda

u
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and the other Bantustans by the Afrikaner
regime. But the new Bantustans are
going to be different in their social mix.
They will be made up of peoples driven
from their city homes, a people schooled
in years of industrial experience and
more inclined to take action.
But in the end the fine words of Botha
and Muzuewa will not obscure the cold
facts. "Migrant labour . ~. . dominates
the life of the Bantustans, both from an
economic and from a social point of view
At any one time, ahnost 35 per cent of
employable males theoretically living in
the Bantustans are absent, while many
others are waiting for job opportunities
in the white areas. Over '70 per cent of
the economically active population is
involved in the migrant labour system.
A recent study indicates that it is the

strongest and most able men who manage to leave the Bantustans. In Venda,
the population between the ages of 30 and
39 is 84 per cent women (who cannot
readily find employment outside), and
between 40 and 49 it is '75 per cent women“. And so the cycle begins once again.
The new ‘nation’ of Venda is inheritor of
the legacy of Lesotho.
BRIAN MURPHY

Note The last uote is taken from ‘Divide and Rule, South Africa's Bantustans‘,
by Barbara Rogers, International Defense
and Aid Fund, London 1976. The rest of
the quotes and interviews in this article
are aken from personal statements
taken by the author and the publications
‘Another Blanket: Report on an Investigation into the Migrant Situation, June
1976‘, Agency of Industrial Mission,
P.0. Box 65 Horison 1730, Transvaal,
South Frica; and ‘Joint Evaluation of the
Needs of Women and Children‘, Government of Lesotho /UNICEF, Maseru,
1976.
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country where she is little more than

common chattel, is easy game. "I have
problems with work in the fields because there is no one to help me in
ploughing. Another problem is theft of
cattle, crops or farming implements.
Our headman has tried to stop it but it
still goes on . . . it appears that many
men marry for sex only . . . the man
comes home to make another baby, but
the woman carries all the responsibilities. "
Responsibility is "the Basotho woman's
consolation, but it is a bitter consolat- .
ion fraught with violence.
Basotho society is patriarchal. Village
life is totally male dominated. Many
restrictive taboos revolve around re sponsibilities accorded to men - primarily herding cattle and providing income
to the family.

I

Mother and children in a Bantustan
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THE past fortnight ‘has been given over
to the defence, first of Trevor Dawton,
then of Iris Mills.
The most serious part of the prosecution case against Trevor is that guns and
ammunition, many stolen, were allegedly found in the flat at Tower Hamlets,
which he was sharing at the time with
co-defendant Vince Stevenson, and that
the key to a holdall in which the guns
were kept was found in his possession
at the time of arrest.
Trevor told the prosecutor, Michael
Worsley that his allegations about his involvement in a ‘conspiracy’ were "a load
of rubbish". He said, "I've told you before. I was asked to look after the bags
for a couple of days by someone who was
getting turned out of his flat. I didn't
know what was in them. When -I was arrested I was in a state of shock. All I
re member was saying that I didn't want
to say anything“.
gt The man said by the defence to have
given Trevor the bags is Robert Wolf,
alias Gerhard Sollinger, whom he had
met at Rising Free bookshop and at an I
anti-racist demonstration in Lewisham.
Trevor denies all knowledge of the robberies, and said that he did not know how
his name got onto an insurance document
for a car, as the prosecution alleges.

He has also categorically denied the
suggestion that he joined the Territorial
Army as a spy "to get information, and
perhaps equipment". Trevor maintains
that he joined the Territorial Army to
try to get some understanding of what
made people do it, and some first hand
knowledge of authoritarian systems and
their effects.
"

Iris followed Trevor into the witness
box. She freely admitted that she had
hired a number of cars with a false driving licence - cars the prosecution say
were used to commit robberies - but
stated that she had done so as a favour
to her former husband, Graham Rua.
She had done so, with increasing reluctance each time, in the belief that the car
hiring was essential to an important build
ing contract deal in which Graham Rua
was engaged, but for which he had been
unable to obtain a British licence, and
which would help him out of financial
problems.
W Her defence case revealed the key
importance of the arrests of Ronan
Bennett and herself under the Prevent-

ion of Terrorism Act in '9'7'7. Although
Ronan had made a successful appeal
against deportation from Britain - in its
elf a rare victory - there could be no
guarantee that the police would not try
again. Ronan and_Iris went to France for
a while but had difficulty with the language and returned to England in the hope
that the police would by now have abandoned ideas of renewing the ve ndetta
against Ronan which had begun back in
Ireland years before. However, it
seemed that the police were still in pursuit, using as pretext the fact that, when
employed_ as a medical secretar Y in
Huddersfield Iris had taken some medical
cards home to work on and in the event
neglected to return them. When she and
Ronan realised that the police were not
going to leave them alone, ever fearful
of a repeat of the traumatic business of
the P‘I‘A arrests they decided to take the
step of changing their identities. This
had, of course, necessitated the use of
a large number of falsedocuments passports, birth certificates, driving
licences, and so on.
In the circumstances Iris had been
understandably unwilling to help hire
cars with false papers. But her eventual acceptance had to be seen in terms
of her past, long-standing relationship
with Graham Rua (which was described
in some detail) as well as in light of the
fact that he had proved a real friend
to Ronan and herself during their detention under the PTA in Huddersfield.
Thus, and admittedly with brevity,
the main substance of Iris‘ defence.
But as usual in this trial there have
been fleeting glimmers of political reference which, depending on your point
of view, and sense of humour, have
been either amusing or verging on the
outrageous. It is clear, for instance,
that judge King-Hamilton likes a bit of
‘light relief‘ from time to time, but
only when administered by himself.
He explained to Ronan that an earlier
expression of surprise on his part that
. anarchists could play Monopoly was
an attempt in that direction. Perhaps
the judge's additiorml expression of surprise that defence witness _Albert Meltzer, a veteran anarchist and founder of
Black Cross, worked for The Daily
Telegaiph was another effort at a joke
or per ps it was an involuntary cry of
indignation. But his attitude was clear

.
?"'?°“ It came to the min of others to
mject
little humour
the proceed“
ings -aespecially
sincemto
it was
spiced
with a funda men,3 l tr uth
_ _
When asked her attitude towards kid -

na 'n

Iris said “I am o

sed to it.

Afizjepii Ell, it's happened topifie twice . . .

when
I waswhen
arrested
Huddersﬁeld’
and again
I was in
arrested
last year ‘-'.
The -judge W38 l1l’lﬂ.l'Ilb'i.glIOllSlY'Bh0CR8d.

"D° Y°" °"'11t"at "'d"aPPi“g?""e
retortem
“Virtually yes", said Iris.
“Do you not appreciate that that is
under the due process of law? Do you
seriously equate that with kidnapping?“
"I think it's on the same level", said
Iris.
The the me was pursued by Ronan.
"You've equated being arrested with
kidnapping . . . And the judge has rightly

pointed out that arrests are carried out
under the due process of law. Were the
Ger man Jews rounded up and taken to
concentration camps under the due process of law?Do Russian dissidents go
to prison under the due process of law ‘f "
"Yes" said Iris.
,
The judge was no more amused by
this - irrefutable - reminder than by
Ronan‘s production in court of the sugar
which had earlier starred in police -fed
press reports as part of the terrorist
evidence against them, but which had
been later restored to them without
comment. To Ronan‘s questions Iris
replied that the sugar had been used to

sweeten his coffee and to make meringues.
The judge became apoplectic.
Iris finished giving evidence this
week and has been followed by Vince.
In the meantime, in the face of the silence of the rest of the press we cannot
let one point go unmentioned. As previously stated, the defendants were
returned to prison after the beginning of
the trial, largely as a result of the extensive publicity over jury vetting.
The significance of this lies in the
effects of disgraceful prison conditions
on someone who has daily to face a
barrage of hostile questions from people
whose profession it is to distort everything possible in the most painstaking

way, and with the backing of a good night's

sleep in their ‘own beds. Fair trial? The

phrase remains as meaningless as ever
it was.

ers and the delivery vehicles onto the
On Monday 29 October the workers
site. By 7.30 am. there was a long
arriving at Torness to continue the conqueue oftworker, cars and delivery vehstruction of the~ AGR
there
found
their
icles collecting along the access roads
bl K d f, 29
1e
way in to the site oc.e y
P809
by the A,1. As there are two sets of
a 24 feet of scaffolding. It was erected
Z? dawn by a group of anti _m,c1e-Ar people gates with roads leading to them, besides
the main gates, the convoy of vehicles
soon made its way down to the skateraw
frgﬁgeiegirnzsiie grozaié Stayed on the
entrance, only to find that the locks on
scaffolding
tower
which
was
chained
to
these gates were glued up. After about
the main gates, ,m’ti1 duSk_
two hours, people at the top of the scaffwhen the Security guardg had cQnvenolding spotted the first vehicles making
iently shut the main gate for us they
their way towards the main gates from
faced the problem of how to get the work- the sea side of the site. W01‘-KBTS W110 had
waited while the chains were cut from
the pedestrian gate at the main entrance
were further delayed by two people sitting down in front of it! In general, although the site workers were not pleased
to have to wait in the cold, they were not
hostile to the action or participants, and
many took leaflets or talked to people on
the ground.

In addition to delaying the daY shift and

WE rues

small delivery lorries for a couple ‘of
hours, there were problems in getting
lorries over 40 ft onto the site. This
was not resolved until about l pm. and
a couple of low loaders were turned
away.
,
_
Twenty-four feet up a scaffolding tower right by the main gates is an ex°en"
ent place from which to take photographs
of the site, Anyone who would like any
prints (mainly of the concrete fabrication shed and area) contact Bristol
Anti -Nuclear Group, 18 Bishop Road,
Bristol '7.
_
In the morning the police informed us
that they would take the steps necessary
to get us down from the tower, whilein
the afternoon they gave the imP1‘e$51°"
they would let the elements drive us _
dowm Naturally they were making their
preparations,

Cll.lSK, 3.I‘Ol1l'ld 5 Pm»:

about 30 police converged on the scaffold
tower, and a large dumper truck inside
the main gates backed towards the tower.
This truck had a platform of planks about
19. ft, up, At this point the seven people
on the tower were warned to come down,
and an oxyacetylene burner was used to
cut through the half inch steel chain holding the scaffolding to thefence. Police
then climbed up and began to brmg people
down from the tower. Four people were
chained to the scaffolding with quarter
inch hardened steel chains and it t00K

considerable effort with the bolt cutters
to cut through this, particularly with
sorneone squirming near the blades.
All the police were quite local, Berwick being the furthest station and they
were generally concerned not to hurt the
nine people whom they arrested. Once
the occupants of the tower had been loaded into the police van it couldn't be driven away until another person who had
chained himself to the van had been cut
free!
The local publicity gained was quite
good, all the Scottish papers covering the
event, and local south west papers too.
Scottish television and BBC Points West
also covered the news, but with only still
photographs. The Guardian was the only
national daily to report the action. For
every event involving direct action at
Torness or elsewhere the need for taking
security guards and police by surprise,
and the need for good publicity have to
be weighed up. No media were informed
until the tower was erected, consequently no television crews were available;
however, the risk of a leak was a serious
one.
The action was also partially successful in directly stopping work on the site,
though only for a few hours. Further action at Torness based on blockading it
must take account of the need to simultaneously cover the three sets of gates
(and possibly the old gates about 500
yards west of the main gates).
A few local individuals worked really
hard preceding the action and during it,
and this was crucial. How are future
regular actions going to be organised
without draining these people 1' There
could certainly have been more support
from anti -nuclear people in the area, but
at present they are not geared up to take
action at short notice. Once again the
balance between secrecy and sufficient
person power is delicate.
'
If 30 people (about the number who
participated in the action in any way)
can stop Torness for two hours, what
could 7000 (the number at the Scottish
rally in September) do? I'd like to see it
ha
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JULIA HAMMOND

TACT

COMMUNE cum srunv CENTRE 50

MILES FR OM LONDON SEEKS NEW
MEMBERS; We are a socialist, multinational grou p of 18 adults and 15 kids
living in a former country estate comprising a 50-roomed mansion, 2 houses,
a very large stable block and 1'7 acres.
Age spread 1-55. Most of us are lecturers,
teachers, film-makers and social workers
We also run courses and conferences
here. Course interests include: Communal
living, feminism, alternative education,
environmental politics, AT, community
action, 3rd world, social science, t‘ai

chi and organic garden1ns- Spec? ==Wa’11-

able: one 4 and one 2 roomed unit.
capital requirement: £4,000. A180 EV?-11"
able: adjacent, modern detached 3 bedroomed house for sale at about £33, 000.
Write to P. 0. Box 192, Winslow, Bucks.
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The Faces oi’ Spanish Anarchism
Edited by Albert Meltzer

PRECEDED by a large debate in the libertarian press and
smaller meetings within the movement, the international
conference of studies on self-management took place in
Venice from 28 - 30 September.
The,conference was sponsored by the Centre of Libertarian
Studie ‘G. Pinelli' of Milan and by the international journal
of anarchist research Interrogations. About 1000 comrades
attended this conference (the third organised by the Centre,
following the one on Bakunin in 1976 and a second on the ‘new
bosses‘ in 1978), They filled three halls in the Faculty of
y
Architecture, but were linked by a system of closed circuit
television
Most of the participants were, for 0bVl0l1S reasons, Italian
comrades, coming from all parts of the peninsula, but many
Spanish and French comrades were also present, as were,
in lesser numbers, English, Dutch, Swedish, Ger man, Canadian, Australian and Chinese (Hong Kong) comrades. These
were able to follow the proceedings of the conference and inter
vene in the debates thanks to a simultaneous translation in
Italian, English, French and Spanish.
The conference was divided into five sessions, each of which
began with a round table discussion of five to eight persons
and then opened up into a debate in which anyone who so
uicshed intervened (in all more than 60 people spoke). The .

first session (‘Refor mist utopia or revolutionary strategy“')' '
was centred around the strategic and ideological aspects of
self-management. The participants in this round table were
Nico Berti (Padua), Eduardo Colombo (Paris), Olivier Corpet
(Paris), Marianne Enckell (Geneva), Carlos Semprun-Main'a
(Paris) and Luciano Pellicani (Naples (Naples).
The second session (‘State and anti-state‘) revolved around
institutional themes and in the round table the participants
were Amedeo Bertolo (Milan), Franco Crespi (Perugia),
Slobodan Drakulic (Rijeka), Jacques Guigou (Grenobles),
'
Piero Flecchia (Turin), Gian Paolo Prandst:raller (Bologna).
The third session (‘Small is beautiful‘) dealt mainly with
the theme of ‘size’, but also with questions of technology,
ecology and territory. The round table participants were
Franco Buncuga (Brescia), Carlo Doglio (Bologna), Leopold
Kohr (Salzburg), Antonio Porrello (Bologna), John F. Turner
(London). Absent, however, from this round table, was
Murray Bookchin, who was recuperating in hospital on the
eve of his intended departure for Italy. At the round table of
the fourth session, which had as its theme ‘Equality and diversity‘ and which contentrated on the economic aspects of
self-management, took part: Yvon Bourdet (Paris), Luciano

Lanza (Milan), Albert Meister (Paris), Frank Mintz (Paris),

Xavier Richet (Paris) and Stephen Schecter (Montreal).
¢
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Review
At the round table of the fifth session (‘Here and now‘)
which focused on the strategic questions at the heart of the
self-management project, but viewed from a perspective of
immediate social practice (syndicaltsm, cooperatives,
.
community, daily life etc), the participants were Roberto
Ambrosoli (Timin), Luis Andres Edo (Barcelona), Jose
Elizalde (Madrid), Akihiro Ishikawa (Tokyo), Ferro Piludu
' Ruben Prieto
"
(Rome) and
(Montevideo/Stockholm) . The par t icipants in the round tables, as can be seen, came from
diverse geographical localities, but also had different person
al experiences and ideological outlooks (In addition to an
anarchist majority there were speakers with a liberalsocialist and Marxist outlook). They included both activists
THE conference was structured around fivetopics each,
having about six invited speakers. Each ’invitee' was
supposed "to put their position in 15 minutes. Debate was then
‘open’ with participants from the floor having a strictly monitored five minutes each. In practice, the guests tended- to
use the first five minutes complaining about the time limit and
telling us how much they'd have to say if they had longer. For
those papers given in English, add another five minutes for
apologies that they weren't speaking in Italian, and for telling

us, raconteur fashion, of their last visit to Venice, etc, from
absurdity to nausea.
.
Did the almost total non-involvement of women in presenting
papers and in general debate reflect reticence of those there,

as we ll as pe ople' active in different' movements
s
. '
r The conference ended with a general assembly of ‘evaluat ion‘. Here people expressed not only their opinions about the
mistakes and deficiences of the conference (are they avoidablet), but also a general satisfaction at having been given a
major opportunity to deepen their understanding of a central
the me for libertarian thought Last but not least the confer
ence also proved an A important' occasion for comrades from
diverse socio-economic situations and for the most varied
tendencies of the anarchist movement to meet and exchange
ideas and experiences
- Centro studi libertari G Pinelh
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new, peculiarly anarchist perspectives would have started at
that minimal standpoint.

,

But no! We had to sit, wriggle and writhe through a re -hash-

ing of all the banal stupidities of the SIB prophets. This was

especially true of the idiotic vulgarities of Khor. This man ~
ought to see and smell the disgusting pollution caused by eg.
small Italian towns and villages. Or perhaps ponder why politics is important and size and energy-use not the main determinants of well being when contemplating the depopulation of
Kampuchea.
_
.
Doglio grasped the distinction between quality and quantity
when discussing lifestyles but completely missed the inseparability of means and ends by putting forward "love as mutual

the fact that the most interested and committed women seemed
to be doing nearly all the routine but highly necessary organisational work, or the fact: that Italian women are staying outside

support" as "the Anarchist end" and confining self-management to being a means to that end. Is there to be no mutual
support in the revolutionary libertarian movement and no self-

the mainstream libertarian movement in favour of anarchafeminism and the women's movement? Perhaps it was another

have talked of form and content instead. AlBo,_ black marks

of those nasty boomerangs that strike us down when we throw
‘imported’ academics into the ring to do our thinking and
theorising for us. That is, we rewoduce the traditional male-

dominated academic hierarchy almost by necessity within our
own institutions and activities.
I should admit certain personal factors that coloured my
view of the proceedings. However, they do pertain to general
discussion of the conference.
Firstly I missed the Friday proceedings which, according
to many reports and the pre -conference published papers,
appeared to take the most interesting, analytical and relevant
of my [articular interests. The two sessions missed were:.
‘Refer-mist Utopia or Revolutionary Strategy‘ and ‘State and
Anti -State‘.
Like most people who are still lucky (2') enough to have a
job in Italy, I work Fridays. The placing of two of the most
important areas of discussion on a normal worday was, I
think, a grave error. With Sunday afternoon free, at least one
extra session may have been salvaged for all those (and there
were quite a few) who journeyed all Friday night from the
length and breadth of Italy to arrive exhausted on Saturday
morning. Given the predictable misery of the Small is Beautiful deinteeven more could have been saved.
_'The second aspect was the fact that being non-Italian and
with only a mediocre knowledge of the language, I was less
prepared than I otherwise might have been. The organisers
did exceptionally well to have all the papers printed prior to
the conference in Rivista Anarchica Volonta, Interro tions
and Autoggstlone. Spaﬁsh readers had excellent ear Iy access
to the con n
ough translations in Bicicletta. The position
was similar for those who read French. Given the highly abbreviated nature of the actual presentations at the conference,
such a in-ior reading would have filled out substantially some
very sketchy arguments.
A asin to their credi L the organisers did have English translatlons of biographies and summaries of the ‘invitees’ mpers.
Enough to identify speakers and their topics but not much more.
Saturday morning: Small is Beautiful.
I ind thought that serious, Fﬁiniing libertarians had resolved
this toF1 c into at minimum the diﬂtum that "small might be

better but is not in itself enough". That is, that smallness may

provide easier and more convivial access to full participation,
it does not guarantee it, nor cause it. Given this assumption of
libertarians being on the more sophisticated, political end of
the debate, one would have then expected that discussion aimed at extending the meaning of this cliche, of developing some

management in our future utopian society? Perhaps he should
for name dropping.

Buncuja didn't name drop but used his academic planning
jargon to mystify what did not seem overall to be remarkable
ideas - at least as much as I could penetrate his wordy ‘dominion’. However, he did raise one interesting question before
having to stop because of time limit: In the cases where selfmanagement developed in a temporary void left by the state,
were the subsequent reassertions of statal power a sign of the

inability to increase the quality of self-management structures?
Porrello was interesting, although overly descriptive.
His conclusions on the Algerian experiences were sound, if
unremarkable. He didn't speak anywhere near the topic and
would have been better contributing in another session.
Turner, self-admittedly descriptive, said -some good things
but wa again off the topic and unremarkable. Another case
of preaching to the converted. Very much a radical paper for
a United Nations conference.
The ‘open’ debate began with a brief manifesto from a FAI
(Federazione anarchica italiana) person, on why self-management worked better in Spain. Ho hum. Another participant
bitingly pointed out that Italy was presently witnessing the
collapse of the ‘economies of scale‘ economy anyhow, and that
the present strategy of Italian bosses (state and capital) is to
break down large units to better control workers.

There was also criticism of those who, following Schumacher's ideas, were being duped by radical Catholics who used
aspects of libertarian thought as part of an anti -communist
struggle. Here 'small‘ meant, the establishment of small 8’,
communities centred around the church.
Thereupon followed exasperated criticism from somwork-

ers.who were fed up with the conservative Schumacher- pe
waffle and irritated by the absence of discussion concerning
immediate situations faced by them. How d_o you deal with
structuring self-management in Fiat with problems of marchist trade unions etc 2
A Swedish participant reinforced this desire to face the
present reality when discussing the politics of size. For instance, might not certain elements of ‘big’ society, like
communications and data processing, make libertarian communities more possible on the international scale?
Most of the remaining jrnrticipnts reaffirmed that ultimately strategies and societies must be judged on their social
worth and not on the size of the units involved. However they
all paid lip service to the idea that direct democracy and indust:rial development are better achieved in smaller societies.
It was thus refreshing when this consensus was strongly

chalﬁnged. This mrticipant noted the connection between
smlg cIpmmuniti4s and the existence of people living as single
1'° 9- °19 P19-Ylng and role expectancy meant "the trap of
involvement" and it was this that made small communities
:l:)al'l:OI'm'lBt and suffocating; It was because of- this conformity
f 1:0 many people found small’ comforting, The quegﬁon
or m then became .- small and role-conformist or large
with enough room for multiple and diverse identities. He then
characterised self-management as pertaining to the former
and anarchism to the latter.
This last polemic is certainly open to debate. It reflects
diigisions within the libertarian presence in Italywhich found
ec oes throughout the conference proceedings.
The question of roles and diversity seems most important
E1; cgulcﬂ l:ve been the link with the next topic if taken up.
elei hat IB really warranted a separate section at all, it
wou
ve been on the basis of debate between a sodiisticated,
anarchist 'small‘ position and such an equally powerful ans;-..
Chlgﬁ Zptagonist . . . and bugger Schumacher and his Sycophants
e evidence of the papers presented and summaries of
those that didn't front for various reasons, the debate would
have been on a higher plane without the ‘invitees. The exception is Bookchin, who, if he ‘d been able to come would
probably have put the ‘small’ case well enough. ,
p
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di Certaigly with adequate time, his participants might have

scusse local or cell organisation within larger social
organisms. Thus barrio or block organisation in cities,
work groups in factories, local consumer co-ops and the

mYI‘i3-d Othel‘ Ways people jointly run aspects of their lives

This could have been contrasted to the advantages of us all.
Zillshigg igittéoitlie country to find ‘community’; i.e. community
ea y e s s in the city. Small is everywhere within the y

large, albeit at different stages of self-realisation and organisatlﬁpbeCoordination is and would be accomplished by traditolgli

rt:arian principles of federation where needed.

socigrlen this potentiality for convivial association within larger
groupings, people s needs for more diverse existences
can be more readily achieved in the many small ‘communities’
which could self-manage the innumerable aspects of city life.
Saturday afternoon: E uali and Diversi .
‘A
a ghis iiiobviously a very important topic or anarchist theory
ﬂpei prac ce and is an area where libertarian ethics appear at
r most appealing especially in comparison to the stodge of
the traditional left. This session was a marked improvement
on the morning's proceedings in the standard of the papers
lreﬂenﬁed. The major failings were those that would be expected to accompany the invitation of a number of left-wing Fre heh
:Cgdt?1ml;! sociologists - a tendency towards over -abstraction
n
e escent into the murky waters of a jargon useful for
debating Altliusser et al in their own putrid swamp This was

not aided by the abysmal translation from sis French.’ Richet

was interesting but besides being agile of phrase didn't prg...
vide anything that most of the ‘audience’ would have found
ex<I:;ption with or in fact have produced themselves.
f 11:9-, Tecogniﬂing the ‘impossibility’ of rejecting the role
o exc ange-value, went on to t:ry to develop a model of the
economic organisation of a post-revolutionary society in which
money therefore still existed. -He attempted to link the positive
aspects of planning and the market - equality and dynamism
respectively. In doing so he avoided mixing the two forms so as
to safeguard against their negative aspects.
His solution is a three -sector society: a communist sector
(planned) of basic production; a collective (partially planned)
sector for the distrubtlon of goods and services, and an
individual (market) sector for small scale production-and distribution. Overall interesting but somewhat uncritical. How,
for instance, does this model safeguard itself against the social
problems of a mixed economy 2
The next speaker was more challenging; due to his extreme
pessimism. His historical viewpoint saw all self-management
experiments as ultimately degrading of internal democracy
and freedom, and thus complete failures. The ‘iron law of
0llgarchy' still held true and was effective for cooperatives
and collectives - areas previously thought of as excluded.
Each new experiment reproduced past power structures even
if leaderships arose informally. In the long run the persistence
of the ideal could be explained by the symbolic satisfaction it
gave to those who delivered that message, and also by its
'

benefit to social integration through an appearance ofa ia
carte lifestyles available within the system. However, this
self-management at the base was never allowed to move up
the hierarchy.

A very effective paper and a good starting point for debate

on ideas of informal leadership, etc. Due to time constraint
this was not really taken up and it was not clear to what extent
he had built up this theory on a nebulously broad definition of
self-management and thus an uncritical view of the history. _

The following, fairly academic paper, made some intere"s‘ting
points in the defence of the view that money could not be abolish
ed. Revolutionary society could break down the social but not
the functional division of labour. Thus exchange value and political economy re -emerge at the front of the stage. The problem was one of harmonising money - as perhaps the "seal of
approval for social and individual labour" - with the maintenance of the horizontal social character of self-management.
His critique of markets and planning was similar to that of
Lanza (standard anarchist stuff), but with no suggestions for
the future.
Schecter rounded off the invitees by discussing coordination
and freedom under self-mamgement. Computers etc herald
the possibility of provldingthe necessary information for mass
participation in a complex society. Parallel to the use of these
data and communications systems was the requirement for
the massive reduction of time worked - to e.g. two hours per
day. This would allow the necessary time and energy for
information absorption and inrticipation. He saw those who
most readily accepted official societal ideology - self-managed
or otherwise - as the most conformist and conservative. (A
similar argument to that of Urula Le Guin in The
Dispgssessed). Schecter's safeguard for dtver§i'ty was that
se -management be a ‘space for conflict’ rather than harmony.
To my mind a somewhat inadequate response to the important question of revolutionary ossification. How can and will
children of the revolution(aries) continue to be vlligantly individual and creative within the collectivity ?
Sunday morning: Here and Now.
_
Yes, here and now.‘ KmEosoIi began with great clarity
by asking if -it was possible to generalise self-managementout of a self. management strategy. There was danger in two
extreme approaches.
.
The first sees that the nature of present hierarchical
society makes impossible the implementation of fragmented

T,-.
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self -management initiatives. It is worthless expending energy
now to be inevitably rebuffed or recuperated by the system.
This position places complete faith in an ‘after the revolution’
generalising of self management.

The weaknesses of this extreme have been evident for a
long time except to Marxist-Leninists. It isn't true that
partial experiments are orilyor always supportive of the
Pluraliﬂm myth. Attempts bypeople to avoid or overcome
the system’s control over areas of their lives are important
learning and psychological experiences forthem, make life
notthe system more bearable and provide useful points of

reference and inspiration for others.
The opposite extreme believes in the possibility of a
progressive erosion of hierarchical society by the daily application of new ‘doses’ of self-management. That is, it denies
the need for generalised revolution. Placing too much emphasis on these isolated experiments can lead to ‘self. management reformism’, as all energies are committed to initiatives
which are too easily reversed.
Ambrosoli‘s own position was that only general revolution

can generalise the importance of political change. Within
this context all the self-management initiatives can finally
realise their full meaning as part of a spreading culture.
Edo stressed that autonomy was not isolation or separatism
but under self-management was dependent on mutual aid.

Such organisation was only compatible with free agreement and
not with majority vote. Two well made if not new points,
and again possible starting points for a discussion, but unnecessary outside open debate.
Elizalde noted how the term ‘self management‘ was currently
losing its precise political meaning and value in Spain. A
similar situation was glaringly apparent at the conference
too, as the term was used to describe everything from
workers’ participation, through worker control tactics to
what anarchists have generally understood by the term in the
past. Elizalde was interesting on the changing economic and
political situation on Spain - but it was nothing that could not
have been presented, if needed, in open debate.
Ferraro spoke too fast for adequate translation but see med
to be relevant mainly to the current Italian situation.
Ishikawa revived thoughts of the ‘small is beautiful’ farce.

What was a self-acclaimed (twice or was it three times?)
"non-anarchist expirical sociologist" doing atthis conference
. . . . . ? Delivering a standard liberal bourgeois academic ind -

ustriai relations/industrial psychology paper on workers’
control, participation and integration.
The fault lies with the organisers that precious time, energy
and interest were thus wasted. Certainly they knew what they
were getting in advance. For instance, in describing the second
type of ‘self-management’ (sob . . .) of enterprises in Japan,
he blandly states:.
‘Small or medium-sized enterprises where the capitalists
have given self-mamgement rights to their workers because

of efficient personnel management” (synopsis in the Conference
Dossier).
It was ludicrous at an anarchist conference to talk uncritically of worker participation and organisational development
"under the leadership of foremen, middle-management, etc",
”objecti\ely' ‘contributing to higher productivity whilst "subjectively, many workers are satisfied in their works through
the activities". A worthy paper for an academic management
conference attended by ‘enlightened ’ new bosses. No wonder
the natives were getting very restless indeed.
*
'" Piludu was optimistic about self-management's potential
given its intense activity in the sphere of culture. -"Again this
could have well arisen in general debate if needed.

Open debate ranged in content from the seemingly predictable personal experiences of Italian activists in struggle to
Sliﬂlliﬂh CNT militants delivering hard class analysis. There
was a great deal of very heated debate on the form and content
of the conference along lines already mentioned.
~
Problems, Summary and Prowsals

g

Many of the papers were descriptive or plain wishy washy.
It was not clear whether the lack of analysis or of coherent
theorising was the fault of the for mat or of the papers. Both
reflect on the organiers’ critical abilities.
Certainly as most of the papers weren't discussed in the
following ‘open’ debates, there appeared -to be a sense of futil-

."

Review

iiy in these people continuing as they had. The fact that most
of the ‘audience’ debated the topics in terms of the generality

of the area - although not necessarily in a generalised way speaks volumes for the ability of rank and file libertarians
to understand and debate the concepts without ‘experts’ providing the launching pad.
'
As they had prior knowledge of the format, attempts by many
invitees to impart description rather than argument left me
most doubtful as to whether some of them had anything special
to say at all which would have justified their pre-eminence and
near monopoly of speaking rights. If they have interesting or
new data, these can be and are easily communicated through
journals and magazines and needn't take up valuable discussion time.
g
The use of guest speakers and the attempts to ensure a
truly ‘international conference’ meant that for most of those
who attended through desire, the conference fell far short of
expectation s.. True, the arrangements for translation and
information were excellent as were the pre -conference organisation and publicity. Outstanding in fact.
»
The centralising necessity of translation and the structuring
of the whole conference around set topics and ‘invitees’ inhibited any chance of real exchange developing organically over
the three days. For the very few non-‘Latin’ participants there
was no real possibility for interchange (even with translator
facilities) given the monopolistic structure of each session.
So it was mainly a matter of quickly stating a position with no
chance of reply. This level of communication is also easily
afforded via publication.
This would have left the speakers of Latin based languages
- mainly Italians. For them a far more effective conference
would have been one in which they could have discussed current theory in the light of activity (and vice versa) in a much
more flexible and needs -centred manner.

If keynote speakers are really considered necessary, they
could be drastically reduced in number to those with something
really new, important or provocative to say. Perhaps one for
each session. Given the non-necessity of a topic like ‘Small
is Beautiful‘ and the applicability of ‘Here and Now’ to open
debate, this would have left three topics with a possible guest
speaker. All are sufficiently important and ‘meaty’ to provide
strong discussion, given the chance.
These very few ‘invitees’ (not necessarily anarchists)

should then be allowed the necessary time to develop and
support their arguments - say 3/4 - 1 hour. The rest of the
3% hour session could_'5é' thrown open to debate. In these large
sessions it would be possible to provide full translator services.
Also I suggest a podium of some sort ( no --- GASP!) for
whoever is speaking at the time. It doesn't have to be high,
enough so that one can see the speaker's face. It's very disconcerting to be part of a debate in which you can't see the
speakers. Equality is better served by providing free and
equal access to all than by submerging their physical presences into the mass.
_
All those who this time gave descriptive, repetitive or
quite unremarkable papers could then intervene in the general
cut and thrust of debate on the same level as the other participants. This would place participants in a far less passive
position, ensure greater flow and development of ideas and
certainly raise the standard of debate. People could still
.
publish their ideas ahead of the conference as a way of setting
a more informed and critical climate for discussion.
Additionally some attempts should be made to etaside
time and places for workshops - pre -arranged or arising from
needs originating in the ongoing conference. There could be

a board with times and places marked and topics left vacant
for participants to fill in. People could thus more actively
take part in areas of special interest to them. Real sharing
of experiences could then go on in more convivial surroundings, and relieve the major fora of much of the discussion
of purely personal experiences. It would also provide an alternative to those who prefer to discuss more immediate or local

topics rather than general theory and strategy. Of course
problems of providing translation would arise but it is at this
point that the organisers could well leave behind their wellintentioned attempts at providing full ‘international conference’
facilities.
PIETRO CIOB
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THE side lights on my car stopped working yesterday. I was
going to tea with a friend. As it got dark, I said, I’m sorry,
Ihave to leave. She said, Who are you, Cindarella? I said
Ifeltmore like Dracula in phase-reversal - I have to do my
dirty (work in the light.
I can't get away from the Coimt and his horrible friends.
I seethe with legends. Coffins creak open, davm is the enemy,
wooden stakes are driven into the heart, silver bullets are
fashioned from melted doubloons. In my dreams, even my
two false teeth appear to me in the Dracula position. Fee-fifo-fum, I small the blood of an Englishwoman. Anyone for
blood samples? Strictly NHS .
I'm sorry that the present flood of Dracula reincarnations
springs from abroad, like Murnau’s classic and often frightening German silent film of 1921, Nosferatu. We have Hammer
horror films to remind us that Bram Stoker's novel reworking
of legends is one of the great creations of 19th century Eng
along with Mary Shelley's Frankenstein and Conan Doyle's
Sherlock. Holmes. Movie moguls may peruse Edgar Allan
Poe's short stories, but you won't catch them glancing at
Bram Stoker's Lair of the White Worm, or Lady of the
Shroud, or Jewel of the Seven Stars. What's special about
Dracula?
Not Bram Stoker's sluggish style, which in Dracula is by
no means as execrable as Dennis Wheat1ey’s always 1s.
Stoker's other writings, however, are worthless. In addition
they feature an evil woman. I am not forgetting Catherine the
Great and Lucrezia Borgia, "but history has accustomed us to
evil male leaders not evil female leaders - with the cartoom
exceptions of various wicked fairies like the witches in Snow
White and the Wizard of Oz. The villainesses of the fairly few
American films noirs of the 1940s and 50s come closer to
showing the lure of instinctual life than anything I can think of,
except Dracula.
For nothing could be more universal and popular than the
dream of a tall dark stranger, of noble birth, who visits bored
and frustrated young women. at night, and bites them in that
delightfully erogeneous zone on the side of the neck. With
grim (and currently fashionable) symbolism, the young women
only become truly alive when they are dead. As some people
would put it, they exchange death-in-life for life-in-death.
Christian morality has prevented people from portraying the
tall dark stranger as in any way admirable. Until Freud, the
life of the instincts was considered wholly evil.
I'd have thought this simple social psychology was basic to
any new rendering of such a rich melodramatic pulp. Oh no!
He rzog’s Nosferatu the Vampyr offers us the fatuous sight of
an angst-r1'HEEn Count Dracula surrounded by pretty camerawork. The poor noble fellow! My neck bleeds for him - I
don't think. What preoccupies me in history and fiction and
actuality is not so much the executioner, but his victims.
Despite the pretties, He.rzog‘s film is too static and unimaginative a copy of Murnau’s original to interest me. I can only
see laboratory tags in its crowds of sanitised white rats:
these are not carriers of the Plague, and instriunents of the
Devil.‘

Q

'

‘ Helen Chandlerand Bela Lu_go:i—the
I931 ‘Dracula’

Love at First Bite is very much more fim, and I like its
endm'g. It is full of jokes. Nothing in this campery-scampery
is as thrilling as the serious exclamation of Mumau’s Nosferatu when he sees a meHalI1o'n portrait of Harker‘s wife: "What
a lovely neck! ” Maybe that is because the type of half-comic
New Yorker heroine is to~-me so unattractive, all beach tan
and disco make-up. You could peel her character away as a
layer of Spanish tan falls in a grey English winter. Yet Count
Dracula is crazy about her! So is her tedious New YorkJewish psychiatrist lover, and so alas are many movegoers,
mainly American, perhaps.
Much better overall was the English TV version a year ago,
directed by Philip Saville, starring "Louis Jourdan as a.handsome Dracula. Now and then it came near to giving the fantasy
flesh as well as blood, in its breakfast scenes stultified and
deadening, written by a master of terse or non-existent dialogue with long experience of writing Z-Cars scripts. It well
showed the nice respectable American fiance in a formal
l
marriage, evidently less attractive than the tall dark stranger.
Her limited choice was correct: the Devil rather than Christianity, instinct rather than intellect, sensuality rather than
puritanism, excitement rather than boredom, death rather
than slavery.
A
JULIUS
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LAIS SEZ-FAJRE writers have long endeavoured to establish
a connection between what is variously called ‘free enterprise
capitalism ‘, ‘libertarianism‘, ‘unhampered capitalism’, ‘free
market capitalism’ etc. and the ideas of the 19th century
American individualist anarchists, Josiah Warren, Stephen
Pearl Andrews, John J . Ingalls, Ezra Heywood, Lysander
Spooner and Benjamin R. Tucker, claiming that they too A
share individualist anarchist ideas on the State, sovereignty
of the individual, anti-collectivism, decentralisation, free
competition, the free market etc.
Among the better known works are Murray Rothbard
(Power and the Market: Man-Economy and the State), Alfred
Jay Nohlt ($r Enemy the Stath, and E Emg the R ht Thing),
Frederick K, I-Iayelt (The Roah to Seﬂtlom) I Lysander Spooner
(An Essay on Trial by Jury and numerous articles), Benjamin
Tuclier Ilhsthﬁ of a B501?-7a collection of articles from his
journal
herein‘ idhntified by the name of-. the author.
Rothbar a owledged that he ". . . owes a great intellectual debt to the . . . theorists who saw so deeply into the nature
of the State . . . who began to demonstrate how a totally free,
stateless market might operate successfully, particularly . . .
Gustave de Molinari and Benjamin R. Tucker . . . "
'
Jerome Tucille pays tribute to ”. . . the fine old 19th century
American Anarchists for their dedication to individualism
and a truly com titive Free Market economy . . . Radical
Libertarianism p.25 - Tucille‘s emphasis).
Th the T9605, Rothbard, Tucille and others called for a.n
alliance between their Radical Libertarian Alliance and the
‘Left Wing anarchists‘.
Like Tucker, the capitalist laissez faire individualists
rejected the idea of economic equality. It would have to be
imposed and hence meant a return to authority. Communal
ownership also meant coercion:". . . products can be rightfully possessed only by individuals and voluntary associations. The community, if anything,
is a compulsory association and can never possess anything
except by the thief’s title . . . " (quoted, James J. Martin,
Men Against the State, p. 229).
was or s reason that the anarcho-individualists attacked the doctrines of anarcho-collectivists and anarcho- communists like Kropotkin, Bakunin, Malatesta and others, insisting that they were not at all anarchists, but actually communists.
All anarchists, despite their difference s, will gladly endorse the laissez-fairest Alfred J . Nock’s severe castigation
of the state:
". . . the state claims and exercises the monopoly of
crime . . . it forbids private murder, but itself organises
murder on a colossal scale. It punishes private theft, but
itself lays unscrupulous hands on anything it wants, whether
property of citizen or alien . . . " (On Doing the Right Thing).
There is, indeed, a superficial resemhlance ht-ztween E
ideas of the anarcho- individualists and the laissez-faire
champions of capitalism. And it is this resemblance which
fosters the misleading impression that there is a close cormection between them. Martin remarks that ”. . . no other radical group denounced . . . laissez-faire capitalism more than
the spokesman for individualist-anarchism . . . " (p. 7).
John J . Ingalls describes laissez-faire as ” . . . a system of
capitalism dependent wholly upon laws and customs established
and maintained to thwart equal opportunity and to prevent
freedom of competition and exchange . . . ” (quoted, Martin,
p. 150).Benjamin Tucker attacked the essential principle of g
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laissez-faire:" . . . there are three forms of usury: interest on money,
rent on land and home s, and profit in exchange. Whoever is in
receipt of these is a usurer . . . ” (quoted, Martin, p. 205).
The anarcho-individualist Ezra Heywood was more exp1icit:". . . occupancy and use are the only real title to ownership.
No one is entitled to charge more for goods and services than
cost of production. (For example) the owner of a house has
no right to collect rent once a building has paid for itself
. . . extirction of interest, rent, dividends and profit, abolition of railway, telegraphic, ban'.k-ing . . . and other corporations charging more than actual costfor values furnished
(commodities and services) and repudiation of all interests
on debts . . . " (quoted, Martin, p. 118).
The economic alternatives to statism and capitalism of
the American anarcho-individualists - ong since outdated but deemed suitable for a working population consisting
primarily of small and medium-sized farmers, shopkeepers,
factory workers and craftsmen, were based on free, unrestricted competition in an absolutely free market, free mutual
banking and free exchange.
Since everyone is entitled to the fruit of his/her labour,
which varies according to individual differences and capacities, equality of income is impossible, But there must be
EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY.
Everyone would have the equal opportmiity to compete in
the free market and have equal access to raw materials and
tools of production because the system of free, mutual banks
would extend credit to all honest, deserving people without

interest, at cost of administration (about %’;;%). Competition

would be close or sharp enough, writes Martin, to reduce the
price of goods and services to the approximate effort or cost
of labour necessary for their production. Implementation of
such ideas (despite our serious reservations) definitively
repudiating and undermining the basic principle of laissezfaire writers themselves:Ludwig von Mises states flatly that ". . . free market competition cannot survive. abolition of capitalism . . . (p. 134) . . .
people who question the honesty of profits made by others
are envious. They hate to admit that they too, could earn
profits if they had displayed the same judgement . . . that the
successful business displays . . . (p. 122). The elimination
of profit would transform society into a senseless jumble
and would create poverty for all . . . ” (p. 149).
Laissez-fairist Hayek insists that ". . . the system of
private property is the most important guarantee of freedom
not only for those who own property but scarcely less than
for those who do not . . . " (p. 102- 103). (In spite of the admission that) ". . . under the regime of freedom there will
always exist inequalities which will appear (?) unjust to those
who suffer from them . . . (in spite of the) probability that a
man who starts poor will reach great wealth is much smaller
than for a man who inherits property . . . (in spite of the
admission that) . . . several hardships having no moral justification are inseparable from the competitive system . . . "
(p. 10 6, 122) the downtrodden masses will still relish the
dubious freedom imposed upon them by their masters!
The following collection of quotes from Rothbard‘s book,
meant to expound the virtues of capitalism, actually constitutes a most severe indictment of his system:". . . capitalist production is the only method by which
poverty can be eliminated . . . ” (164)

". . . the goal of equality of opportunity is unre alisable
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mttflfstlte greatzir a man's income, the greater his service
to others . . . " (166)
". . . in the free market capitalist society
worker is not
guaranteed that he will be able to make a livmg III any work
he wants to pursue . . . " (nor is he free to do so under modern
totalitarian serfdom). (191)

”. . . The economist who calls for egalitarian measures is

I10 longer strictly an economist . .. (he must he)eth1<=a11Y
neutral . . . " (19 1)

". . . asking for higher wages leads to permanent mass
unemployment . . . by enforcing restrictive production rules,
unions reduce general productivity and hence standards of_
living . . . uliions should allow individual workers voluntarily
to accept work rules laid down by the enterprises (bosses)
in the use of their property . . ." (43)

". . . any proclaimed defence against economic power makes
no sense at all. (For example Ford Motor Company ownsaall
the jobs) and no one can have any natural right to a Ford job
. . . those who lament the plight of the auto worker who cannot
obtain a job with Ford do not seem to realise that before Ford
and without Ford, there would be no job to be obtamed at
all . . . Labour is a commodity. The worker has the right to
sell and employer an equalright to b.uy. The employer ex- changes money for labour power under freedom of exchange
. . . ” 1'70-171).
Rothbard disagrees with Walter Lippman and other champions of the ‘free market’ that corporations like Standard Oil,
American Telephone and Telegraph, General Motors - including conglomerates - are virtual monopolies. ". . . corporations are not at all monopolistic privileges. They are free
associations of individuals pooling their capital . . . " (p. 59).
He ignores the obvious fact that they ‘pool their capital’ to
organise a trust and monopolise the market for the corporation‘s products or services.
_
'
In arguing against the conservationists, Rothbard justifies
the criminal depletion and destruction of natural re sources
on the grounds that they should be exploited to the full and
r abandoned when no longer profitaple and technology opens iilp
f‘ Id f e loitation. Thus" the brutal destruction o
rgtvtaltﬁ-3rl%RgIiOI¥é)SE8 is justified because clearing land for
cropproductlon is more profitable (see p. 25).
". . . child labor laws amount to compulsory unemployment . . . it (sic) removes a partof the labor force from
competition in the labor market . . . the income of families
with children is lowered and childless families gain at the
expense of families with children . . . " (p. 41, 42)
". . . government subsidisation of poverty (unemployment
insurance, welfare for the indigent and dependent children,
the aged, the infirm etc) increases poverty and encourages

' '
‘ d that th
stem of unliampered ex-,
,‘;Li§§§Z?;§LZtfb1°Zl‘§rZcted. Thetrytherefore maintained that

the state should be primarily a police Organization ‘° I1‘.°"*°*

property, enforce contracts, crush rebellions of the exploited and provide defence against foreign rivals:
". . .the early theoretlcian of laissez-faire, Adam oimiiglg, it
confirmed that ’. . . civil government [_ §|BtF_7;£111; ?;'Bﬂtu_
is instituted for security of pr0D91‘tY, 19¢ .1" 1'9 thoge who
ted for defense of the rich against the poor, or
m( “Omahave some property against those who have none. . . q

Leo Huberman, 1

William Hanson, an anarc o-in ivldualist asstoiiaétatclf and
Tucker: ". . .take away the lJ°1‘t9°tiV° WW9” °
I ’
the defenders of vested interests and rights would no 211891‘
have the power to enforce their unrighteous claims. . . quo"
.246
teckdgaihrghitlt also)recommended state intervention in othir
areas: ". . .the state should provide services, which thoug .
in the highest degree advantageous to the great 3°°i°tY» are, however, of such a natm'e, that the profit could never repay
the expense to any ll‘ld‘lVl:;1;I)'8.l or small number of individuals
. . iqu,g:oit§g' (I!-t)Etl3t36€itI,8S).t.h8 necessity for slate intervention in
certain matters which affect social welfare such as signposts
on certain roads and roads themselves which cannot be paid
for by the individual user. . . certain harmful methods of farming or smoke and noise from factories etc.. . . " (D-39)
The state would control weights and measures; prevent
fraud and deception;_ prevent vi0l611¢<f W Btrikte lgifggﬁérghin
unspecified areas "' -provide a eertﬂlﬂ 3111011" °
against accidents etc. . . . " Hayek makes the surprieing slaw‘

ment that "

rogatives of the state in economic and political ‘affairs. the

the case for the state‘B helping to vreﬂniwa

comp;-ehensivte system of social insurance is very strong. "

(p. 21) - differing in this important reepeet.Uf1{Q}" Railtgllggr Rothbard would do away with the B‘=="=°,I-_SB d "‘,‘:,BERTAR_

fraud wouldbe punishable in the COUR
un er
i ty
IAN LAW /i'Ie./ the LEGAL CODE of the free soc e
which would pﬁiibit all invasions of P9.1‘9°"5 and Pmtect pro"

party .the collapse of a building /Tor examp1e7 Killing

seteral persons. . .is-to send the owner of the huildigg 3N
jail for manslaughter. _ /a after a trial in
T

counT7'. . .there will a'l'so be jmt a few

to“

SYSTET/IS whose decisions will be BINDING. . . some cl:
point at which judicial procedures BtO[3'al'ld5p'iII1?8hII;6I;lphasiB
against convicted criminals bB8lnB- - - (P- -) M7
and parentheses. - 3D)
ts ho mum limit
Rothbard realizes that laissezfaireis" w
tra d in an
government to defend IJPOPQTW rights ' ' ' are
We H
insoluble contradiction. . . " (p. 6)- But he ‘mes mt retltd zet
that he himself is caught in the same tr9-PB- He gguof age
abolish, but merely transfer the relfesaive P0“ nd mica‘
sate by paying private armies, police forces, a i111‘

eompeuiee to protect the exploiting capiialietﬂ‘ aeainslta£19"

rebellious victims. This, in spite of hlﬂ admiB9i°"
H one or more of the private egencies may turn its coercive ‘power to criminal uses. . . lthat a P"1’91Y market 9°°iet7

beneficiaries to multiply their offspring .. . " (p. 196)

Our critique by no means implies endorsement of state
welfare legislation. The government does not merit praise
because it was COMPE LLED to enact child labor laws and
other ~' elfare measures - a fact which Rothbard ignores.
We criticise him and others because they will go to any
length, however reprehensible, to whitewash the atrocities
of capitalism; condemn the sale and exonerate capitalism,
its partner in crime.
Although nominally against increasing the power and Dre"
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would fall prey to organized criminality. .';
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The assumption that laissez-faire ’ 1ibe.1'@1"la"3'Aa1'°adi
"right wing anarchists” is a widespread illusion.
1'6 118
of laissez-faire literature demonstrates that the libertarian
phraseology actually camouflages a most anti-humanistic,
reactionary doctrine repugnant to all loverssgfNfre1e)<(!)c>In‘i;(-FF

